In this paper, we study a predator-prey-mutualist system with digestion delay. First, we calculate the threshold value of delay and prove that the positive equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable when the delay is less than the threshold value and the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at the positive equilibrium when the delay is equal to the threshold value. Second, by applying the normal form method and center manifold theorem, we investigate the properties of Hopf bifurcation, such as the direction and stability. Finally, some numerical simulations are carried out to verify the main theoretical conclusions.
Introduction
Mutualism is one of the most important relationships in the real world. For example, ants deter herbivores from feeding on plants [] and deter predators from feeding on aphids [, ] . Some the predator-prey-mutualist models have been studied by several scholars [-]. For instance, Xiang et al. [] consider a mutualistic model with saturating terms and effects of toxic substances, investigate the permanence of the system, and study the local or global stability of the positive equilibrium. Wu [] studies the positive periodic solutions for a mutualistic model with saturating term and the effects of toxic substance by using Mawhin's continuation theorem of coincidence degree theory [] . Huo et al. [] propose a nonautonomous mutualistic system with stage structure and prove the global asymptotical stability of a periodic solution. Rai and Krawcewicz [] describe the symmetric predator-prey-mutualist model
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, (.) where x(t), y(t), and z(t) denote the populations of mutualist, prey, and predator at any time t, respectively. They apply the equivariant degree method to study the Hopf bifurcation of the system. However, it is generally believed that the delay in the interaction between populations is inevitable, and sometimes the delay can break the stability of the positive equilibrium; therefore, it is more reasonable to add a time delay in a mutualist system. In this paper, we study the following delayed predator-prey-mutualist model:
where γ and α are the specific growth rates of the mutualist population x(t) and the prey population y(t), and L  stands for the carrying capacity of the mutualist population. The constant k is the carrying capacity of the environment for y(t), and the predator z(t) has been taken to be of Lotka-Volterra type. The effect of mutualist is to decrease the predation on prey, the feature which is obtained by taking the parameter m to be positive. The parameter c is called the conversion ratio, and l and m are the mutualism parameters. All the parameters appearing in (.) are positive. The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we obtain the threshold value τ  and verify that when  ≤ τ < τ  , the positive equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable, whereas if τ = τ  , then the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at the positive equilibrium. In Section , we discuss the direction and stability of the Hopf bifurcation by using the normal form theory and center manifold theorem. In Section , we give an interesting numerical analysis to illustrate the main results. In the last section, we make a brief summary.
Local stability of positive equilibrium and existence of Hopf bifurcation
In this section, we analyze the local asymptotic stability of the positive equilibrium and the existence of the Hopf bifurcation occurring at the positive equilibrium. It is easy to verify that system (.) has a unique positive equilibrium E * (x * , y * , z * ) when the condition
is satisfied, where
Dropping the bars for convenience and expanding the nonlinear part by Taylor expansion, we rewrite system (.) in the following form:
where
,
The linearized system of (.) is
The characteristic equation of (.) at E * is of the form
It is easy to check that
When τ = , we have the following theory according to the Routh-Hurwitz criterion.
Theorem . When τ = , if (H) holds and s > r, then the positive equilibrium E * is locally asymptotically stable.
Then we obtain i >  (i = , , ) by directly computing. By the well-known RouthHurwitz criterion we get that positive equilibrium E * is locally asymptotically stable for
We further investigate the existence of purely imaginary roots to (.) with τ > .
Suppose that iω (ω > ) is the solution of (.). Then we have
Separating the real and imaginary parts, we derive that
Squaring and adding the two equations of (.), we have that
Hence, by calculating we see that if (H) a > s( + mL  ), then e  >  and e  < , that is, (.) has a unique positive solution ω  . The corresponding critical value of time delay is
where j = , , , . . . . Now, we discuss the sign of Re{
Differentiating the two sides of (.) with respect to τ , it follows that dλ dτ
Therefore,
and thus 
The stability and direction of the Hopf bifurcation
In this section, we present formulae for determining the direction of the Hopf bifurcation and stability of bifurcation periodic solutions of system (.) when τ = τ  by employing the normal form method and center manifold theorem introduced by Hassard et al. [] .
each component of ϕ has a kth-order continuous derivative .
By the Riesz representation theorem there exists a function η(θ , μ) of bounded variation for θ ∈ [-, ] such that
In fact, we can choose
Then system (.) is equivalent to
and the bilinear inner product 
Thus,
Similarly, we can calculate the eigenvector q
the eigenvalue -iω  τ  , where
In order to determine the value of D, we normalize q and q * by the condition
Therefore, let
In the remainder of this section, following the algorithms given in [] and using a similar computation process as in [], we get the coefficients that will be used to determine several important qualities:
and
Moreover E  and E  satisfy the following equations, respectively:
E  and E  can be calculated by solving the above systems. Thus, W  (θ ) and W  (θ ) are obtained from (.) and (.). Finally, we get g  . The following parameters can be computed: 
Numerical simulations
We give some numerical simulations in this section in order to demonstrate the theoretical results obtained in this paper. Let the initial value be (, . By calculation, the condition of Theorem . is satisfied, so that E * is locally asymptotically stable (see Figure ) . () When τ > , according to Theorem ., system (.) undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at the equilibrium E * when τ = τ  . By directly computing we can obtain τ  ≈ ., and the positive equilibrium is E * (., ., .). We choose τ = . < τ  , and then E * is locally asymptotically stable (see Figure ) ; On the contrary, we choose τ = . > τ  , and then E * is unstable (see Figure ) . By Theorem . we know that, under the set of parameters, when τ = τ  , a Hopf bifurcation occurs. Furthermore, we can obtain that μ  > , β  < , the bifurcating periodic solutions exist, and the corresponding periodic orbits are orbitally asymptotically stable (see Figure ) .
